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SEARCHES 

 

The Outdoor School Program strives to ensure a physical and learning environment which protects 

the health, safety and welfare of students and staff.  As part of this goal program staff may at any 

time search program facilities and equipment including cabins, desks and computers.  Neither staff 

nor students have a reasonable expectation of privacy regarding program facilities or equipment. 

 

Program staff may, subject to the requirements below, search a student leader‟s person and 

property, including property assigned by the program for the student leader‟s use.  Searches may 

be conducted at any time. 

 

All student searches for evidence of a violation will be conducted by the program staff subject to 

the following requirements: 
 

1. Program staff members shall have individualized, “reasonable suspicion” to believe evidence 

of a violation of law, Board policy, administrative regulation or school or program rule or 

otherwise illegal possession is present in a particular place.  Program staff may also search 

when they have reasonable information that emergency/dangerous circumstances exist. 

  

2. The search shall be “reasonable in scope.”  That is, the measures used are reasonably related 

to the objectives of the search and not excessively intrusive in light of the age, sex, and 

maturity of the student and nature of the infraction. 

 

3. The search will be conducted by the Site Supervisor, with at least one additional Outdoor 

School staff member in attendance. 

 

Program staff may seize any item which is evidence of a violation of law, Board policy, 

administrative regulation or school or program rule, or otherwise is prohibited by law, policy, 

regulation or rule. 
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WELCOME 
 

This handbook is designed to be a helpful and useful tool for your time at Oregon Trail Overnight.  It has lots of 

important information that you need to be aware of prior to the week you attend and information that you will 
use during your week. 

 

There are many things in this book that will make your time at Oregon Trail easier, more enjoyable, and more 

successful.  Our intent is to help you be a more successful Student Leader and feel positive about the 

experience. 

 

The book has been divided into categories for ease in finding what you need for reference.  It is meant to be a 

reference as well as a tool and has places for you to write notes, set goals, and work on your role as it is defined 

at Oregon Trail. 

 

Please read this book before you participate and become familiar with its contents.  This will help you be more 

prepared for your week at Oregon Trail. 

 

This book will be your resource when you are at Oregon Trail, so read it now and take it with you to Oregon 

Trail. 
 

Work hard, do your best, and have a great week as a Student Leader! 
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WHAT IS OREGON TRAIL OVERNIGHT? 
 

Oregon Trail Overnight is an overnight “field trip” program for fourth grade students, provided by the 

Multnomah Education Service District Outdoor Schools department.  Any fourth grade class who can raise 

enough money to provide the tuition fee for the program may participate.  Oregon Trail operates in the Spring 
of each school year.  Schools are scheduled on a first come, first served basis. 

 

Oregon Trail Overnight uses some of the same sites as the Outdoor School programs.  The primary site is Nate 

Creek at Camp Adams in Molalla, OR.  Classes of fourth graders arrive on site Tuesday and Thursday of each 

week and leave Wednesday and Friday.  Staff and Student Leaders arrive on Monday and leave on Friday. 

 

OREGON TRAIL OVERNIGHT STAFF 
 

The Oregon Trail Overnight has a small staff, as follows: 

 

  1 Site Supervisor 

 1 to 2 Program Leaders 

 2 to 4 Field Instructors 

 8 to 20 High School Student Leaders 

 2 to 4 Fourth Grade Classes 

 2 to 4 Classroom Teachers 

 1 Head Cook 

 2 Kitchen Assistant 

 

Following is a brief description of staff personnel: 

 

Site Supervisor:  Has total responsibility for operation of the site and makes the final decision in areas of 

conflict. 

 

Program Leader: Organizes information to share for each class that attends Oregon Trail.  Responsible for 

health and welfare of each student and staff member.  Holds and dispenses prescription medication to students 

and Student Leaders.  Responsible for checking site facilities and staff practices for high health standards. 

Responsible for inventories of equipment and supplies and general logistics of the Oregon Trail site.  

Responsible for working with high school student leaders to ensure a successful experience for them in working 

as a “Trail Guide” with a cabin group.  Responsible for field day activities.  Assists in program activities (when 

available) such as hobo stove cookout, evening activities, general tasks (clearing tables, weekly clean up, etc.), 

and campfire programs. 

 

Field Instructor:  Cooperatively responsible with teachers for implementing the curriculum pertaining to their 

area of field study.  Also designs a workshop training program and weekly training program for the high school 

student leaders.  Responsible for training and supervising high school student leaders who assist in 

implementing the curriculum.  A new group of high school student leaders arrives each week. Completes 

written evaluations of the performance of high school student leaders each week.  Assists in program activities 

such as hobo stove cookout, evening activities, general tasks (clearing tables, weekly clean up, etc.), field day 

and campfire programs. 

 

Classroom Teacher:  Ultimately responsible for the conduct and discipline of the students in their class.  

Cooperate and participate in all phases of the program. 

 

Head Cook and Cook’s Assistant: Responsible for supplying a balanced and adequate diet for all persons 

attending Oregon Trail. 
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WHAT IS A STUDENT LEADER? 
Description of Student Leader Position for Oregon Trail Overnight (OTO) 

 

Qualifications: 

1. Desire to work with children in a positive, supportive manner. 

2. Ability to communicate with fourth-grade students, classroom teachers, Oregon Trail Overnight 

personnel, parents, and peers. 

3. Exhibit enthusiasm, maturity, responsibility, flexibility, initiative, and leadership. 

4. Enjoy the out-of-doors. 

5. Receive recommendation of high school counselor and parental permission. 

6. Maintain passing grades, good attendance, completion of all homework. 

7. Meet Student Leader Expectations at Student Leader Workshop. 

 

Responsible to: 

1. Field Instructor directly and Site Supervisor ultimately. 

 

Specific Responsibilities: 

1. Assist as an instructor for a resource area. 

2. Work with staff to create a living history character to portray during your week at Oregon Trail. 

3. Aid the fourth grade students and their parents in all phases of the Oregon Trail Overnight program. 

4. Serve as a “trail guide” to a cabin group – helping the parents with key cabin times. 

5. Maintain open communication with Oregon Trail personnel, parents, and classroom teachers. 

6. Seek assistance when needed. 

 

Evaluation: 

1. Each Student Leader receives a written evaluation at the conclusion of the Oregon Trail week.  The High 

School Student Leader is evaluated on the Student Leader Expectations. 

2. The Student Leader, the High School Counselor and the Outdoor School office each receive a copy of 

the written evaluations. 
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STUDENT LEADER EXPECTATIONS 
 

Each Student Leader will: 

 

Instruction: 
1. Provide instruction to individuals and small groups. 

2. Give clear instruction. 

3. Follow lesson plans. 

4. Use questioning to review and reinforce information. 

5. Use appropriate voice tone for activity. 

6. Listen to students. 

 

 

Student Management: 

7. Keep students on task. 

8. Reinforce students appropriately. 

9. Use neutral or reinforcing tone of voice with children. 

10. Follow Behavior Support Protocol and ODS Discipline Code. 

11. Develop rapport with students. 

12. Count students regularly. 

13. Keep students in sight. 

 

Teamwork: 

14. Care for instructional materials and equipment. 

15. Ask questions when needing information. 

16. Attend to task. 

17. Interact in a friendly, cheerful manner. 

18. Adapt to changes in schedule or routine. 

19. Use appropriate behavior with students and other Student Leaders. 

20. Refer problems to Field Instructor, teacher, or other staff member. 

21. Use appropriate behavior with students. 

22. Use appropriate behavior with other Student Leaders. 
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SELECTION OF HIGH SCHOOL STUDENT LEADERS 
 

At each high school a staff member(s) has been designated as the Outdoor School‟s primary contact person.  

Information from the Multnomah Outdoor School office is sent through this contact who may in turn pass it on 
to other faculty members.  Initial selection of Student Leaders is the responsibility of the high school contact(s).  

 

 

If you are interested in becoming a Student Leader it is important that you consider carefully the following 

criteria for yourself: 

 

 1. Do you feel you would like to work with fourth grade youngsters? 

 2. Can you afford to be away from high school for one week? 

 3. Is your personality such that you are a pleasant person to be around? 

 4. Can you assume a position of leadership with young people? 

5. Are you the type of person to which parents would entrust the care of their children?  (Do you 

have high personal standards?) 

 6. Do you enjoy the out-of-doors? (Enough to be outside in a mixture of weather?) 

 7. Do you have an interest in history or drama? 

 8. Do you feel you can meet the Student Leader Expectations? 

 

A positive answer to the above criteria should ensure a unique and highly gratifying experience for you, one 

which cannot be duplicated during your school career. 

 

The final selection of Student Leaders is made by the staff at the Oregon Trail site which you attend during your 

two-day workshop.  The staff will evaluate your performance using the list of Student Leader Expectations.  If, 

in the judgment of the permanent staff, it would be in the best interest of Oregon Trail that you not attend, you 

will be notified by a personal letter.  At the conclusion of the two-day workshop all accepted Student Leaders‟ 

names will be sent to the appropriate high school where the high school counselor will have the final option on 

approval.  In the event you are not approved by your high school you will be notified. 
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WORKING WITH FOURTH GRADE STUDENTS 
What is Appropriate? 

 

O.K.      Not O.K. 
*Side Hugs     *Full Body Hugs 

*Upper Body Hugs    *Kissing 

*High Fives     *Pats on head 

*Tap on shoulder    *Pats on buttocks 

*Pats on back     *Running laps 

*Hand shakes     *Push-ups – Sit-ups 

     *Wresting – Rough housing 

       *Play fighting 

 

 

WORKING WITH OTHER STUDENT LEADERS 
What is Appropriate? 

 

O.K.        Not O.K. 
*Talking to each other    *Sitting next to each other with no air space 

*Short side hugs     *Back Rubs 

*High Fives      *Exchanging Clothing 

*Sitting next to each other with air space  *Full body hugs 

*Upper body hugs     *Kissing 

     *Holding hands 
     *“Exclusive” friends 

*Any sexually related words, conversation, jokes, or looks 

       *Travel with another to secluded areas 

*Negative inferences or slurs re: race, physical appearance 

and/or attributes, profanity in any form 

 

There are topics of conversation and ways of interacting that may be appropriate in the High School 

environment that are NOT appropriate at Oregon Trail. 

Please keep in mind that: 

 

OREGON TRAIL IS A: 

  

Drug Free Zone 

    Tobacco Free Zone 

     Alcohol Free Zone 

      Sex Free Zone 

       Violence Free Zone 

 

Discussing these topics at Oregon Trail is not okay.  If students are engaged in a discussion of these topics 

please redirect them towards more appropriate conversation. 
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CHILD MANAGEMENT 
 

Child Mover Ideas 
 

There will be many times during the week when you will find it necessary to move your resource group from 

place to place.  This can be most difficult if you have not planned how to line them up, or how to actually move 

them.  So . . . to help you keep from tearing your hair out as your group of children race in six different 

directions . . . here are lots of different ways that you can line up your group of children when lines are called 

for. 

 1. By hair color (brown first, blond second, etc.) 

 2. Eye color (green first, blue second . . .) 

 3. Shoe size (size 10 first . . .) 

 4. Sports (those who play baseball first, basketball second . . .) 

 5. Favorites (those whose favorite food is ice cream go first, pizza second, hamburgers third...) 

 6. Alphabetical (all those whose last name begins with “S” go first . . . ) 

 7. Questions (the person who answers the question gets to go first . . .) 

 8. Jobs (each time you move the cabin group, you ask one person what he/she wants to be when he/she 

grows up, and that person gets to lead the line) 

9. Books (the person who can tell the group about a neat book they just read, gets to go first) 

 

Hints for Discipline 
 

1. Don‟t be afraid to say “no”. 

2. Be sure the child knows the correct behavior and what he/she is doing wrong. 

3. Give lots of positive feedback for appropriate behavior and down-play the inappropriate behavior ... 

constant positive reinforcement for your students makes them WANT to act appropriately. 

4. Don‟t issue threats ... (“Do this or I‟ll”) ... children will take you up on them! 

5. Give choices, let the children decide how they want to do something.  (Always include what you want 

done in the choices, and be sure that all choices are something you can live with).  Let them CHOOSE rather 

than be forced to do something.  A child will always win a direct confrontation or a power struggle! 

6. Last, but not least ... ALWAYS go to a staff member for help whenever you have a problem that worries 

you or that you don‟t feel comfortable handling.  The staff are there to help you and to work as partners with 

you regarding any problems you may encounter! 

 

 

PARENT MANAGEMENT 
 

The Parent Volunteers who attend Oregon Trail are here to have the same experience as their children.  They 

are excited to be participating and expected to get involved. 

They are responsible for traveling with their cabin group or field study group, for keeping them together and 

safe, and for helping them to have a successful experience. 

Invite them to help you on field study.  They can monitor/supervise groups, help with activities, carry 

equipment, take students to the restroom, and help students who are having trouble. They can sit one on one 

with students who need a break. 

They are willing to work with and for you, but they need to be asked respectfully to do so.  They don‟t know 

what to do unless you ask them. 
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Notes 
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Notes 
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responsibilities OF STUDENT LEADERS AT OREGON TRAIL OVERNIGHT 
 

Tour Guide:  Meet a group of students at the bus, hand out nametags, and insure they get a bathroom break and 

get to know the site.  Play a game and get them to “stall.” 

Instructor:  Teach fourth grade students activities on field study and model behavior by participating with 

them. 

Cabin “Trail Guide:”  Be assigned to a cabin or two as a „trail guide.‟  This duty asks you to be available to 

the cabin members, especially parents, at key times during the overnight to provide them with information and 

special help.  Key times include: move-in, cabin time, cookout, before campfire, and bedtime. 

Field Day:  Cooperate with another Student Leader to run assigned station at Field Day. 

Games and Virginia Reel:  Help staff with field games in the evening rotations.  Participate in the Virginia 

Reel as a „head couple‟ and help students do the dance during the challenging part. 

Song Leading:  Songs at Oregon Trail should be authentic as possible, in other words relating to or from the 

time of the Oregon Trail.  Songs will be taught to or sung with the students from the time they arrive.  We love 

to see Student Leaders up front leading songs.  Here are a few reminders that will save you some 

embarrassment later: 

1. Don‟t ask questions.  For example, don‟t say, “Who wants to sing this song?” 

2. Know the song you are teaching, demonstrate enthusiasm, teach it line by line, use hand motions, and 

only one or two verses. 

3. Please do not be offended if your song is suddenly cut from the schedule.  It is important that programs 

are kept on time. 

4. There are songbooks available, so contact an Oregon Trail staff member if you need one. 

Firewatch:  The ultimate purpose of fire watch is to make sure the cabins are quiet and handle any problems 

that might occur during the evening when parents are given a chance to take a break.  There will always be one 

Staff Member available and helping in each cabin area.  Student leaders are expected to check in with their 

cabins at bedtime and to help them get to sleep.  The Staff Member on fire watch will explain your specific 

expectations before leaving campfire. 

Social Time:  Each evening Student Leaders, teachers, parents, and staff have a chance to get to know each 

other, snack, play games, and just basically have fun. We encourage you to become involved when you are at 

social hour. 

Cabin Push:  Monitor cabins at transition times and encourage groups to get to their assigned area. 

Meal Lines:  Help students line up before meals and stall until dining hall/meeting area staff are ready for 

them to enter. 

Table Toppers:  Help set tables for breakfast meal each morning of the program. 

Host:  Sit at a table as a host and serve food to the table.  Initiate appropriate conversation during meal. 

Jump-Up:  Get the food for table. 

Cleaning Teams:  Remain in the dining hall after the meal to help clean tables and move furniture. 

Dining Hall Responsibilities in General:  Managing students in the dining hall can be a big responsibility.  

However, if you know what is expected of you and you do those tasks, it can be a pleasant experience.  Student 

Leaders at Oregon Trail Overnight, along with parents, have four main tasks in the dining hall at meals.  Student 

Leaders and parents are hosts and/or jump-ups, monitor the noise level at the table, and they initiate 

conversation.
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For many students this is the first time that they have sat down with a group to eat a meal.  Be sensitive to this 

for this time should be relaxing, but can be a point of high anxiety for these students.  A major responsibility of 

Student Leaders at meal times is helping the children with table conversation.  This can be a harder task than it 

appears at first.  Remember that ONLY APPROPRIATE TOPICS should be discussed or shared with students 

at the table.  Please help make dining a fun and relaxing experience for all at the table. 

 

 

10 Topics for Table Conversation: 
1. If you could travel in time describe the time and place you would go?  What would you do there? 

 2. If you got a ticket anywhere in the world where would you go?  Why? 

 3. What is your favorite pizza?  Where do you go to get your favorite pizza? 

 4. How many brothers and sisters do you have?  Tell us something about your brother or sister? 

 5. What is your favorite dessert? 

 6. What is your favorite sport, team, player? 

 7. What has been your favorite activity so far at Oregon Trail? 

 8. What is your favorite way to eat potatoes? 

 9. What is your favorite holiday?  Describe what you do on that holiday? 

10. What would you like to do when you are an adult? 
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Oregon Trail Student Leader Daily Duties 
(things we are expecting of you on a daily basis) 

 

Monday 

Participate in Introductions 

Participate in Field Study Training 
Participate in Field Day Training and General Program Discussions 

Participate in History Discussion 

Dinner 

Participate in daily schedule and responsibilities intro 

Dance Virginia Reel 

Participate in Campfire 

 

Tuesday/Thursday 

Breakfast 

Nametag Prep 

Help Set up Dining Hall for session 

Field Study Training and Prep 

Greet Buses 

Tour Guide for 4
th

 graders 

Stall 

Introductions 

Lunch –Get to know the kids 

Teach on Field Study 
Prep for Country Fair 

Lead Country Fair Station 

Meeting with PL‟s 

Take Kids to bathroom while Parents meet with SS (Cabin time) 

Cookout – Eat first half & meet with PL, Monitor Stoves for 2nds 

Hang out with kids as they are getting organized for evening activities 

Help staff with clean up – meet about Campfire 

Dance Virginia Reel 

Take Cabins to Prep for Campfire 

Participate/Lead songs in Campfire, Sit with Cabin groups 

Participate in firewatch & social time 

 

Wednesday/Friday 

F-Pack up stuff, clean cabin 

Set Tables with PL‟s/SS 

Breakfast 

Teach on FS 
Nametag Signing 

Lunch – sit with cabins 

Goodbye 

F- Cleaning Team 

W- Participate in Cleaning/ Field Study Group Time 

Participate in check-in with PL‟s 

Homework time 

Afternoon Activities 

Dinner 

Participate in evening activities 
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Oregon Trail Overnight Student Leader Schedule 

 

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 
 7:45 Breakfast 7:30 Breakfast 7:45 Breakfast 7:30 Breakfast 

11:30 Pick 

up at MESD 

Travel to Site 

Training 

Session Set Up 

 

 

Field Study 

Nametag 

Signing 

Lunch 

Session Set Up 

Friday Planning 

 

 

Field Study 

Nametag 

Signing 

Lunch 

10:30  

Kids Arrive 

Tours 

Orientation 

10:30 Kids 

Arrive 

Tours 

Orientation 
1:00 Lunch 12:00 Lunch 12:30 Kids 

Leave 

12:00 Lunch 12:30 Kids 

Leave 

Move in 

Introduction 

Training 

Field Study 

Set Up 

Field Study 

Snack 

Field Day 

Cabin Time 

Clean Up 

Debrief 

Retrain 

Homework 

Time 

Activities 

Field Study 

Snack 

Field Day 

Cabin Time 

Evaluations 

Site Clean 

Up 

Closing  

2:30 SL Bus 

Leaves 
6:30 Dinner 6:00 Cook Out 

Dinner 

6:30 Dinner 6:00 Cook Out 

Dinner 

 

Training 

Virgina Reel 

Campfire 

 

Meetings 

Field Games 

Virginia Reel 

Campfire 

Firewatch 

Social Hour 

Lights Out 

Evening 

Activities 

Campfire 

Social Time 
 

Meetings 

Field Games 

Virginia Reel 

Campfire 

Firewatch 

Social Hour 

Lights Out 
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 OREGON TRAIL OVERNIGHT 
DAILY SCHEDULE* 

*Schedule will vary based on site 

 
Day 1 
10:30  Students Arrive, Bathroom break, Unload Gear 
  Site Tours, Stall and Song Leading 
  Parent/Teacher Meetings 
 
11:30  General Announcements and Intros/Lunch 
 
11:45  Move into Cabins  
 
12:15  Lunch 
 
1:00/1:30 Field Study Time 
 
4:00-4:20 Snack and Break 
 
4:20  Field Day Begins 
 
5:15  Cabin Time 
 
5:30  Wash up for Dinner w/ cabin groups 
 
5:40  Cook Out Demonstration 
 
5:55  Dinner/Cook Out, PL/SL Huddle 
 
6:40  Begin Clean Up  
 
7:00  Meet for Class Meetings, Virginia Reel, and Games 
 
7:30  Switch Groups (if happening) 
 
8:00  Prepare for Campfire 
 
8:25  Campfire, Skits, and Stories 
 
9:20  End Campfire, Prepare for Bed 
 
9:40  Lights Out, Firewatch at Cabins 
 
10:30  Social Time in the Dining Hall 
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Day 2 
6:45 a.m.  Rise and Shine 
 

Pack Up Gear, Sweep cabins, Move Gear 
 

7:40   Breakfast at the Dining Hall 
 
8:10   Clean Up Begins 
 
8:20-11:20  Field Study Time 
 
11:20   Students Name Tag Signing 
 
11:30   Lunch, bus Loading, Closing 
 
12:15   Bathroom Break, to busses 
 
12:30   Good-Bye, Busses rollin’ 
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Oregon Trail Overnight Field Studies 
 

“In the Wilderness” explores various reasons that people came west toward Oregon and looks at the 

livelihoods of the early settlers of the Oregon country.. 

 

“On the Trail” takes us back to the days of the pioneer and what was included in preparing for and 

traveling across the land to Oregon. 

 

“At the Homestead” draws us into the difficult life face by the pioneers and takes a look at all the work 

done at a homestead to meet the basic needs of life. 

 

“At the Cabin” draws us into the difficult life face by the pioneers and takes a look at all the work done 

at a homestead to meet the basic needs of life. 

 

The following activities are options for field studies: 

 

The Fur Trade  (Social Studies, Science, Reading) 

1. Examine beaver pelt and beaver skull. 

2. See an old time animal trap. 

3. Look at a beaver felt hat. 

4. Discuss the importance of the beaver to the fur trade and the opening up of the west. 

 

Panning  (Social Studies, Science) 

1. Learn panning techniques.  

2. Pan for pyrite or magnetite. 
3. Discuss the gold rush as a factor for opening up the west. 

 

Make a Rope  (Social Studies, Pioneer Crafts) 

1. Using binder twine make a section of rope to take home 

 

Map an Acre  (Mathematics, Social Studies) 

1. Learn how much land pioneers could homestead. 

2. Pace out and flag the size of an acre or half acre. 

 

Map that Trail  (Social Studies) 

1. Walk an unfamiliar path through the forest. 

2. Draw a map of the path for others to follow. 

 

Bread & Butter (Pioneer Crafts, Outdoor Cooking) 

1. Make your own butter in a small jar.  

2. Cook bread over coals.  

3. Eat your bread using your homemade butter. 
 

Pioneer Logging Tools  (Social Studies, Living History)  

1. Learn the parts of a cross-cut saw. 

2. Learn the names of other old-time logging tools. 

3. Learn tool safety. 

4. Practice using the tools. 
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Build a Cabin  (Mathematics, Science, Social Studies, Life Skills) 

1. Pacing & Measuring a tree. 

2. Calculating how many logs they will need to build a log cabin. 

3. Put together a small log cabin 

 

Grain Milling  (Social Studies, Life Skills) 

1. Students mill wheat berries or oat groats into flour to take home for baking. 

2. Students crack corn to make into birdseed to take home. 

 
Candles  (Social Studies, Life Skills, Pioneer Crafts) 

1. Using string and wax, make a small dip candle 

 

Trees of Life  (Science, Social Studies) 

1. Learn to identify some different trees 

2. Meet the Western Redcedar tree and learn about its historical value to the peoples of the Oregon 

territories 

 

Plant Walk (Science) 

1. Take a walk and learn a few of the plants of the Cascade foothills 

 

Packing the Wagon  (Social Studies, Mathematics) 

1. Make choices of items to bring on trip 

2. Pack items into wagon 

 

Nature Journals (Social Studies, Language Arts, Art and Science) 

1. Read stories of pioneers‟ experiences at Laurel Hill and in 
the later stages of the journey. 

2. Free write about Laurel Hill experiences as if you were a 

pioneer. 

3. Draw sketches of plants from your hike. 

4. Do a drawing in your journal.   

 

Wagon Drop (Social Studies, Life Skills, Living History) 

1.   Work together with field study group to successfully lower a small wagon down a 

simulated „Laurel Hill‟ without tipping or losing contents. 

 

Children‟s Toys on the Trail  (Social Studies) 

1. Hear about one family‟s life in a cabin on the trail. 

2. Get an overview of all the toys and how they work. 

3. Play with toys carried on the trail.  Have competitions.  Set records for top 

spinning, etc.  

 
Pioneer Doll (Life Skills, Social Studies, Pioneer Crafts) 

1. Parents help students make a pioneer doll or drawstring bag.  

2. Parents thread needles and tie knots.  

 

Washing Day (Social Studies, Life Skills) 

3. Practice using cake soap, wash board and wringer on baby clothes 
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LIVING HISTORY AT OREGON TRAIL 
 
At the Oregon Trail Overnight program, we‟ll be using an aspect of living history as a way to make our program 
more exciting and authentic.  
 
What is living history? 

It is giving participants a first-hand view of history. We are appealing to our students‟ imaginations to bring 
a period of time to life for them.  The goal is to speak, think, and act like someone who traveled on or was 
associated with the Oregon Trail.  

 
Why is it important to our program? 

Bringing history to life makes it fun and allows students to feel more association with the past than they 
normally would through books or other educational materials. Using a living history approach on the 
Oregon Trail program adds educational value to everything we do.  

 
Who are we? 

Finding a story or two to tell as a „person from history‟ during key times is a great way to make our teaching 
come alive.  Each staff member and student leader at the Oregon Trail Overnight may also choose to create 
a character that fits into the Oregon Trail history.  It is best to use personal experience as much as possible, 
and remain yourself in terms of personality, attitudes, sex, race, etc.  Just create a "you" living in the past.  
Think of how your own past can reflect the past in the historical time period we are dealing with.  How 
would you apply that to who you are and the job you do on the Trail?   
 

Where are we on the Oregon Trail?  Nate Creek at Camp Adams 
The Nate Creek site is located at the End of the Oregon Trail 15 miles south of Oregon City in the scenic 
and lovely Molalla, Oregon.  This is where many pioneers after the 6-month long ordeal of traveling across 
the country finally received their reward, 640 acres of pristine Oregon land.  The first land was granted in 
Molalla in 1856.  At Nate creek we relive the early days in the Willamette Valley. What do they do now that 
they have made it?  Building cabins, obtaining their land, working and dealing with native plants and 
animals, and forming the new Oregon territory.  Welcome to the end of the Oregon Trail.  

 
How do you become a character from history? 

The most ideal way to become someone from a historical time period is to know as much about that time 
period as possible.  Reading books, looking through timelines, understanding politics, social structures, laws, 
and major events will help in the effort to construct a character.  All of this is not always available in the 
time given to prepare.  We have busy lives today.  Adding a life from the past to that can become stressful 
or frustrating.  The point is to do our best to find out the basics we need to know.  Perhaps a little research 
will bring on a desire to learn more. 

  
When does First Person Living History work at Oregon Trail? 

We can actually become a character from history as we work with the classes who come to the Oregon Trail 
Overnight.  Some times that specifically accommodate us in this goal are: 

 Welcoming students to the site, giving tours 

 Field Study Introductions 

 Selected Field Study Activities 

 Evening Social Time, including: 
o The Virginia Reel 
o Campfire 

 Breakfast 

 Field Day 
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Teaching times and transition times often prove to be less effective for first person characterization.  We 
can add tidbits here and there, but it can become confusing for students and ourselves.  The point is to try 
our best to immerse the students in the feeling of being a pioneer from the time, but not to feel like we are 
being deceitful.  We also want to avoid the frustration that can come when students pester with questions 
about our current-day tools, like radios, busses, running water, etc. 

 
And Remember… 

In such a short amount of time, it will be difficult to learn enough about the Oregon Trail to always be in 
character and always have answers to students‟ questions.  It‟s better to say “I‟m not sure what the answer is, 
but I can try and find out for you” than to give false information. Above all, have fun, speak clearly, and 
think about what you would have been like 150 years ago entering the Willamette Valley!  Enthusiasm will 
take you far in living history!  

 
 
 
 

A Bit of Background History on the Oregon Trail 
 
During eight decades in the 1800's the Oregon Trail served as a natural corridor as the United States moved from 
the eastern half of the continent towards the west coast. The Oregon Trail ran approximately 2,000 miles west from 
Missouri towards the Rocky Mountains to the Willamette Valley. A trail to California branched off in southern 
Idaho. The Mormon Trail paralleled much of the Oregon Trail, connecting Council Bluffs to Salt Lake City. 
 
It began as an unconnected series of trails used by Native Americans. 
Fur Traders expanded the route to transport pelts to trading posts and 
rendezvous. In the 1830's missionaries followed the still faint trail along 
the Platte River and the Snake, to establish church connections in the 
Northwest. A combination of economic and political events in the 1840's 
converged to start a large scale migration west on what was then known 
as "The Oregon Road". Joel Walker is credited as the first settler to 
make the complete trip with a family, in 1840. Large scale migration 
started in 1843, when a wagon train of over 800 people with 120 wagons and 5,000 cattle made the five month 
journey. In 1847 Mormons escaping persecution headed towards Salt Lake, and the discovery of gold in California 
in 1848 sent a wave of fortune seekers west. Military posts, trading posts, shortcuts and spur roads sprang off the 
Oregon Trail over the next three decades. As many as 500,000 people are estimated to have traveled the Oregon 
Trail between the 1840s and 1860s. (http://oregontrail.blm.gov/OTHistory) 
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A Time Line  (taken from The Oregon Trail: yesterday and today by William E. Hill) 
 
1803 -   President Thomas Jefferson purchased the Louisiana Territory from the French 
1804 to 06 -  Meriwether Lewis and William Clark left the East for an expedition to the Oregon Territories to find 

a water route to connect the seas and learn about new peoples, plants, and animals. 
1812-13 -   John Jacob Astor and "the Astorians" headed to the Pacific Coast via the Oceans and over land to 

get in on a bit of the fur trade that the Hudson's Bay company had a monopoly on.  Robert Stuart led 
part of the group back to Missouri over land.  He heard about the "south pass" but didn't use it. 

1818 -  Treaty of 1818 signed between US and Great Britain, fixing northern border at the 49th parallel 
between Minnesota and the Rocky Mountains, and providing for Joint Occupation of the Oregon 
Territory. 

1819 -   Adam-Onis Treaty signed between US & Spain setting the 42nd parallel as Southern boundary 
between Oregon & Mexico. 

1820's -  Western fur trade on fur-bearing animals living on land in the territory began ramping up and hit its 
climax during the 1830's, then tapered off by the 1840's. 

1824 -   Russia agreed to the 54'40' parallel as Alaska's southern border, which set the Oregon territory's 
Northern border. 
 Fur trapper's rendezvous' began under William Henry Ashley.  Future wagon train pilots such as 
Tom Fitzpatrick, Jim Clyman, Jed Smith, Jim Bridger, Bill Sublette, and Joseph Walker began with this.  
Some of them traversed and clearly identified South Pass. 

  Independence Rock was named. 
1825 -  Fort Vancouver established as a Fur Trade center on the Columbia by 

the Hudson's Bay Company. 

 Dr. John McLoughlin was chief factor.           
1827 -  Independence, Missouri became the "jumping off" point for the Santa 

Fe Trail. 
 Fort Leavenworth was established as a military post on the Santa Fe 
Trail.  During the gold rush it became another "jumping off" point in 
westward journeys. 

1830 -  The Smith-Jackson-Sublette caravan heading to the rendezvous at 
Lander, Wy brought the first ten wagons of supplies toward the west. 

1831 -   Christian groups began the process of sending missionaries west. 
1832 -  Captain Benjamin Bonneville headed a wagon train west through 

South Pass into Idaho. 
 Hall Jackson Kelley formed the American Society for Encouraging the Settlement of the Oregon 
Territories. 

1834 -  Fort William was established by a group of trappers near the mouth of the Laramie River. 
 Nathaniel J. Wyeth built Fort Hall on the Snake River for the fur trade business, but ended up 
selling it to the Hudson's Bay Company.  For emigrants on the Oregon Trail it represented the 
completion of two-thirds of the journey. 

  Jason Lee headed west to setup Christian missions. 
  Thomas McKay built Fort Boise for the Hudson's Bay Company. 
1836 -  Dr. Marcus Whitman set up a mission at Waiilatpu, near Walla Walla. 
1838 -  Daniel Lee established the Wascopan Methodist Indian Mission in the Dalles, which proved a great 

help to the emigrants as they arrived there for the last leg of their journey. 
1838-39 -  The Shawnee Methodist Mission was established in Kansas and became an early stopping point for 

emigrants. 
1840 -  Father Pierre-Jean DeSmet set up mission in the west. 
1841 -  First emigrant wagon company left for the Oregon Territories, led by John Bidwell and John 

Bartleson and guided by Thomas Fitzpatrick and Joseph Meek.  The party split into Oregon and 
California groups near Fort Hall. 
 Fort John replaced Fort William on the Laramie River.  Arriving at this fort (called Fort Laramie by 
emigrants) signaled the end of the first third of their journey. 
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1842 -  Lt. John C. Fremont, guided by Kit Carson led a trip of exploration west and created maps and 
geographical information for future travelers. 
 Oregon City was formally platted by Dr. John McLoughlin.  Oregon City began to serve as the "end 
of the Oregon Trail." 
 Dr. Elijah White, guided at times by James Coates, Stephen 
Meek, and Tom Fitzpatrick led 30 wagons and 112 people west - 
including Lansford Hastings. 

  Horace Greeley began writing about Oregon  and the West. 
1842-43 -  Jim Bridger and Louis Vasquesz constructed  Fort Bridger. 
1843 -  Joseph Robidoux established the city of St. Joseph, later 

known as St. Joe, which became a popular "jumping off" point 
for wagon trains. 
 The first of the large migrations with 875 people and up to 200 wagons led by Marcus Whitman and 
John Gannt among others left for the west.  Peter Burnett and Jesse Applegate joined this train. 
 The Oregon provisional government was established on May 2nd, with Oregon City as the Capitol 
and George Abernethy as Governor. 

1844 -  Three major wagon trains left for Oregon. 
  The trail route began bypassing Whitman mission to save miles and time. 

 The Greenwood or Sublette cutoff was opened, saving 75 miles and 4 days of travel.  It included a 
50 mile lack of water, but many chose it anyway. 
 James K. Polk was elected president and began talks with Great Britain over conflicts of ownership 
in Oregon. 

1845-46 -  Sam Barlow and Joel Palmer blazed a new route through the cascades 
around the south side of Mt. Hood.  Barlow and Philip Foster chartered the road as a toll 
road and began charging emigrants to use it.  It became well-used despite the treacherous 
Laurel Hill "chute" as most people found it safer than the river.  During its first year of 
use, 153 wagons and 700 people used it.  The early charges were $5 per wagon and $0.10 
per animal.  The 'Barlow Road' was used until 1920. 
 
1846 - US signed a treaty with Great Britain marking the 49th parallel as the northern 
border between the Rocky Mountains and the Pacific Ocean. 
Congress approved an act to provide military protection on the trail, but the Mexican War 
delayed action. 

    The Applegate Trail opened bringing people into Oregon from the South. 
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1847 -  The Mormon migration began to the areas the Great Salt Lake valley. 
 Council Bluffs was set up as a "jumping off" point by Brigham Young, and used later by all. 
 Measles killed many near the Whitman mission, causing retaliation by the Cayuse in the area and a 
massacre that killed many at the mission. 

1848 -  Oregon became an official US Territory. 
 Fort Kearny was built on the Platte River to serve for 
protection and supplies to emigrants and military. 

1849-50 -  Cholera killed up to two thirds of some wagon 
companies in 49,50 & 52. 
 The Gold Rush took many people south to California 
once they passed Fort Hall. 

1849 -  Robidoux established a small trading post near Scott's 
Bluff and Robidoux Pass(which was used heavily by 
emigrants until 1853.) 
 The military presence became active along the Oregon 
Trail with several new forts being built or taken over by the military. 

  Fort Laramie was established as a military post. 
 Benoni Hudspeth took a shortcut from Soda Springs to the Raft River and the California Trail 
which became known as the Hudspeth cutoff. 

1850 -  Fort Dalles was established in The Dalles to protect the emigrants. 
 Judge Samuel Woodson and James Brown established regular mail service from Independence to 
Fort Bridger and Salt Lake. 

1851 -  Mitchell Pass began to be used by emigrants and replaced Robidoux Pass. 
 At Horse Creek, west of Scott's Bluff one of the largest treaty councils was held with over 10,000 
people from 12 plains nations. 

 1854 -  Near Fort Laramie an emigrant‟s cow wandered off and was killed and eaten by a nearby village.  
The military was called in by the emigrant and created a conflict that ended with the deaths of most of 
the military and many of the native peoples involved.  One soldier got away and reported the 
"massacre," beginning many years of conflict and war. 

Another incident happened which caused death and strife between the Native Americans and the 
military when an emigrant shot someone trying to steal a horse. 

1855 -  The military went out to avenge the prior year's massacres and executed those responsible for them. 
A treaty council happened with people of eastern Oregon, Washington and Idaho which established 

reservations and claimed lands for the emigrants.  Emigrants came in to take over before arrangements 
had been made for reservations and fighting happened. 

1858 -  The army rebuilt Fort Bridger  which served them until 1890. Fort Caspar was established in 
Central Wyoming near a crossing of the North Platte River. 

1859 -  The Lander Road cutoff was built, saving 
emigrants 100 miles.  This was a late 
construction which didn't play a major role in 
the migration history. 

 

Oregon became a state. 
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Mileposts of the Oregon Trail – A geographical picture journey 

(taken from „The End of the Oregon Trail.org‟) 

 

Three days' travel out of Independence, the untried, greenhorn Oregon Trail pioneers came upon a hill rising 

from the flat grassland around it. Blue Mound seemed strangely out of place in the midst of the prairie. Eager 

emigrants climbed it to get a look at what lay ahead. Officers and guides urging the parties to move on allowed 

the curious only a quick glance. 

 

As the wagon trains crossed Kansas and 
Nebraska, the mileposts were obstacles in the 

form of rivers that had to be crossed: the 

Blue, Wakarusa, Kansas, Vermilion, Big 

Blue, and Little Blue. Steep banks and high 

water during May were common problems. 

Some rivers could be forded, but for rivers 

deeper than four feet or so, a pair of canoes would be lashed together, a wagon rolled on crossways, and the 

resulting ferry poled across. Some smaller creeks had toll bridges built by entrepreneurs hoping to cash in on 

the emigrant traffic. 

 

 

Dotting the length of the Trail from Missouri to Oregon are numerous springs with names of explorers, 

descriptive names such as Cold or Cottonwood, 

or names reflecting pioneer determination such 

as Faith or Charity. Alcove Springs has a 

twelve-foot fall of water that provided much-

needed relief for man and beast. The Donner 
Party carved the words Alcove Springs in eight 

inch letters on a nearby rock that could be read 

for over a century (recent travelers report that part of the inscription has broken away from the rock face, 

apparently through natural weathering). Two days away at Fremont Springs, similar graffiti can be seen 

displaying the names of 1842 scouts John C. Fremont and Kit Carson. 

 

Later emigrants saw Pony Express stations and stagecoach stops about every fifteen miles from Hollenberg's 

Ranch House to Fort Bridger. The first one, Hollenberg's, was built in 1857 and is the only one left today in its 

more-or-less original state. Rock Creek Station in Nebraska was the site of the 1861 shootout involving David 

McCanles and James Butler Hickok, which gave Hickok his "Wild Bill" reputation. 

 

Where the Oregon Trail out of Independence met the Platte River, the first of many forts was built to protect 

plains emigrants. Forts operated by the US Army usually had post offices where emigrants could send home 

letters, and eastbound riders headed back to the United States were sometimes willing to take along letters from 

westbound emigrants. The Platte River itself 

was another major obstacle, as in June it 
consisted mostly of shallow, stagnant pools 

separated by mud flats, sandbars, and a three 

foot deep main channel that meandered from 

bank to bank. It was too wide to be bridged 

and too shallow to for a ferry. Crossing the 

Platte from the northern Council Bluffs Road 

(the Mormon Trail) to the Oregon Trail on the Platte's south shore required a risky trek following a path of 

willow poles set out to mark stable sandbars that would support the weight of wagon. 
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The Oregon Trail had to eventually cross the South Platte River to gain access to the North Platte River, which 

overlanders followed all the way to the area of present-day Casper, Wyoming. This was done at California 

Crossing, named for the gold rushers of 1849. Before then it had been known as Brule Crossing. The Pony 

Express used another crossing twenty miles upstream and also called it California Crossing, so the Oregon Trail 

ford became known as the Old or Lower California Crossing. 

 

Once across the South Platte, there was a steep grade as the Trail climbed up California Hill to a high plateau. 

Deep ruts are still visible there today. Then it was back down the other side on Windlass Hill, so named because 

it seemed impossible to descend safely without the aid of a windlass (legend has it that there actually was a 
windlass set up there for a time, but there is no evidence to support this). All available men and women held on 

to ropes to slow wagons making the descent. 

 

At the bottom was Ash Hollow on the North Platte River, a sylvan glade with clean, cool springs which served 

as an oasis for the weary adventurers who had just struggled down from atop Windlass Hill. In her journal entry 

for June 5, 1852, Esther Belle Hanna described the great profusion of wild roses in full bloom to be found there. 

 

Along the banks of the North Platte River is a profusion of massive sandstone features rising majestically from 

the plains. The first, Courthouse and Jail Rocks, could be seen for forty miles or three days away. Next came 

Chimney Rock. For two days before arriving its solitary finger looked like "an old ruin, then a very sharp cone, 

more the shape of a chimney than anything else." (A.J. McCall, June 13, 1849) Scotts Bluff was named for fur 

trapper Hiram Scott, who was purportedly abandoned for dead sixty 

miles away and crawled to that spot to die. The legend is retold in many 

emigrant diaries, the overlanders having heard it at local trading posts 

and forts. 

 

 
The emigrants passed several fur trading posts beyond Scotts Bluff. The 

oldest, dating back to 1834, was William Sublette's post at LaRemay's 

River, later called Fort Laramie. Beyond Fort Laramie, Oregon Trail 

pioneers crossed a number of rivers flowing out of what the emigrants 

called the Black Hills, today known as the Laramie Mountains. There were crossings of the Laramie River, 

Horse, Cottonwood, LaBonte, Box Elder, and Deer Creeks, the North Platte itself, and as many as nine 

crossings of the Sweetwater River. Many of these crossings were made with the benefit of ferries or bridges. 

Most of the streams were clear-flowing water up to 100 yards wide with banks littered with driftwood. 

 

Emigrant diaries mention several prominent landmarks beyond Fort Laramie. One was Register Cliff, a soft 

sandstone formation that served as a message board for the emigrants. One interesting section of the cliff is that 

claimed by the Unthank family. Above the other names is written "A.H. Unthank, 1850" -- the family patriarch, 

Alva inscribed his name just one week before dying of cholera. Below it is "O.N. Unthank, 1869," Alva's 

nephew. Below them is "O.B. Unthank, 1931," Alva's great-grandson. 

 

Farther up the trail are the spectacular ruts at Guernsey, Wyoming. The Oregon Trail at this point had to go over 
more soft sandstone, and the wagon wheels gradually carved a depression five feet deep. Nearby is the grave of 

Joel Hembree, a six year old boy with the Applegate company who was killed July 18, 1843, when he fell under 

a wagon. This is believed to be the oldest marked grave on the Oregon Trail, and it was seen by all who 

followed. 
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The abundance of grass next to Independence Rock made it a welcome stopping point for every train. The goal 

was to arrive here by the 4th of July to be sure of beating the winter snows to Oregon. Independence Rock is a 

large, low granite mass resembling a giant turtle 

and covering about five acres of prairie. It is the 

most often noted landmark west of Fort Laramie. 

Emigrants found many fur trappers' names 

already drawn on the rock and added their own 

names. Axle grease made of pine tar and hog fat 
was used to paint some names, and a handful are 

still visible in sheltered nooks and crannies. Some emigrants carved their names, dates, or initials, but this was 

much harder work than doing so in the sandstone of Register Cliff. The Mormons, in one of their many 

entrepreneurial ventures, had men who would inscribe names for up to five dollars each. In 1860 Sir Richard 

Burton calculated that there were between forty and fifty thousand names written in one way or another on 

Independence Rock. 

 

Within sight of Independence Rock is Devil's Gate, where the 

Sweetwater River shoots through a crack in the granite. The Trail 

went around the feature, as it was entirely too narrow and steep-

sided to allow a wagon road to be blazed, but emigrants would stop 

and climb to the top to peer over the edge. At least one young 

overlander fell to her death doing just that. 

 

 

The next milepost was Ice Slough, a shallow basin at the 6000 foot level just before South Pass. Ponds and 

springs here were covered with turf. Ice from the previous winter was insulated under the turf and could be dug 
out during the hot summer months. The surface water was alkaline, but the ice was clear and good: "We dug 

down in the earth about 12 inches, and found chinks of ice. We carried it along till about noon, and made some 

lemonade for dinner. It relished first rate." (George Belshaw, July 4, 1853) 

 

South Pass marks the halfway point of the Oregon Trail, a powerful symbolic landmark that lacked any 

distinguishing feature which we would 

actually think of as a landmark. Here, the 

emigrants crossed the Continental Divide and 

the eastern boundary of Oregon Territory. 

Before 1849, it was at this point that emigrants 

left the territory controlled (more or less) by 

the United States. 

 

Expecting a narrow alpine pass, emigrants were surprised by the gradual approach leading to a broad, flat plain 

some twenty miles wide. The descent was steeper, but still not a bad stretch of road. About 3 miles into the 

plain is Pacific Springs, a marshy prairie bog fed by springs which was distinguished solely by being the first 
body of water the pioneers encountered that drained into the Pacific Ocean. 

 

Most river crossings in Wyoming were difficult due to the considerable amount of snowmelt in July and 

August. The emigrants always arrived during this period of high water and had to cross rivers on submerged 

gravel bars -- a risky proposition at best. Straying from the marked course by even a few feet could mean 

disaster for people, wagons, and livestock. A ferry was eventually established at the Green River crossing, but 

other crossings remained dangerous. 
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Fort Bridger was a palisaded trading post and 

blacksmith shop established in 1842 by Jim 

Bridger and Louis Vasquez to capitalize on 

the overland trade and the need for 

blacksmithing services. Worn out animals 

could often be exchanged there for fresher 

ones. 

 

 
Sublette's Cutoff was a fifty mile trek across desolate, hostile land that cut 46 miles, or about 3 days, off the 

journey. The waterless landscape crossed by Sublette's Cutoff was arguably the worst stretch of the Trail. Not 

popular until the gold rush of 1849, it called for a decision whether to save time or risk the death of animals. 

Some emigrants chose to travel the Cutoff by night, breaking camp at 2 AM and navigating by "head lights" -- 

lanterns carried by boys walking ahead of the wagons. Day or night, the wagons stirred up gritty, alkaline dust, 

and they generally traveled side by side in a broad front up to a mile across in order to avoid each other's dust. 

 

Heading northwest towards the Snake River, the Oregon Trail emigrants passed through the lava lands, an 

otherworldly landscape dotted by cones, craters, springs, geysers, and waterfalls. Steamboat Springs, the 

principal feature of a group of mineral springs collectively known as Soda Springs, was a three-foot geyser that 

emitted a high-pitched whistle that reminded emigrants of the steamboats they had seen or ridden on the 

Missouri River. The area has been geologically active since before recorded human history, and some of the 

springs ran hot, others warm or cold. Some were white in color, others gray, buff, or red. Some tasted to the 

pioneers like soda water, others like metal or beer. One minister proclaimed that, "Hell is not more than a mile 

from this place.” 

Now traveling in territory worked by the early 

fur trappers and mountain men, the emigrants 
arrived at forts older than the Trail itself. Fort 

Hall was established by Nathaniel Wyeth in 

1834 and later sold to the Hudson's Bay 

Company. After Oregon became a United 

States Territory in 1849, the HBC departed and the post served the emigrant trade exclusively. Many emigrants 

here tasted Pacific salmon for the first time. 

 

The Snake River flows through the bottom of a deep chasm, and it was all but inaccessible to the emigrants 

much of the time. The rumble of 

American Falls, Shoshone Falls, and 

Twin Falls could be heard for miles. At 

Thousand Springs, a series of streams 

burst out from under the lava rimrock 

into the Snake River. Since these falls were on the other side of the river, this landmark was only of interest to 

the pioneers as a milepost. 

 
The Snake River briefly escaped from its high walls at what is today known as Three Island Crossing, allowing 

parched wagon trains a chance to cross to the north side and travel to the lush, green Boise River Valley. During 

the pioneer era, there were only two islands at 

the crossing; the third was formed years later 

when the river scoured out a new channel during 

a flood. The river was six to eight feet deep, but 

its clarity was deceptive, making it appear 

shallower. Combined with its swift current, this 

was generally considered the most treacherous 

river crossing on the entire Trail. Guidebooks 
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went into great detail on how to use the two islands to avoid mishaps. Still, wagons capsized and men and 

animals drowned. Many emigrants chose an alternate route, staying on the dry south bank of the Snake rather 

than risk fording the river. 

 

Beyond Fort Boise (and after 1859) the Oregon Trail entered the State of Oregon. Past Farewell Bend, where 

the overlanders left the Snake River behind, the next milepost was the Blue Mountains. This heavily timbered 

expanse was full of steep grades that tried the weary emigrants and their animals. Many overlanders recorded 

their astonishment at the sight of 200 foot tall trees. From the crest could be seen the great volcanoes of the 

Cascade range. Nights in the Blue Mountains are often chilly in late August and September, and the cool, alpine 
nights reminded the emigrants that the mountains ahead were even higher. 

 

 

For five years, this stretch of the Trail went 

past the Whitman Mission. The mission 

provided food, medical attention, and 

blacksmithing services. Following the 

November 29, 1847, murders of the 

Whitmans, the mission closed down and was 

bypassed, shaving a few miles off the journey. 

At Fort Walla Walla, needy emigrants could often travel to Fort Vancouver in HBC boats. 

 

Several tributaries of the Columbia River had to be crossed between the Blues and the Cascades. The Umatilla 

River was crossed at Echo, where emigrants saw the first frame house since leaving Missouri. The John Day 

River had a swift current and a solid bed of round stones. The Deschutes River was a difficult ford until a ferry 

was established. 

 
The Dalles was the terminus of overland traffic 

in the earliest years of the Oregon Trail. Starting 

in 1846, the Barlow Road was open, allowing 

wagons to skirt the south shoulder of Mount 

Hood before descending into the Willamette 

Valley from the east. Emigrants taking the 

Columbia River route from The Dalles stopped 

over at Fort Vancouver, the Hudson's Bay 

Company trading post and regional headquarters established in 1825. For many emigrants it was here, for the 

first time since Missouri, that they ate at a table or slept in a house. 

 

 

The end of the Oregon Trail was Oregon City, not quite 2000 miles from Independence. Those arriving by river 

landed near Governor George Abernethy's 

house and proceeded to Abernethy Green, a 

large meadow behind Abernethy's house. The 
Barlow Road travelers entered Abernethy 

Green from the east. Here was the final 

campground. 
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HEALTH, SAFETY & EMERGENCY PROCEDURES FOR STUDENT LEADERS 

 

Safety Rules for Oregon Trail 

An important component of any discipline plan is the provision made for the safety of the student population.  

Student safety is an essential issue in a residential Outdoor School program and one which the staff has 

emphasized heavily. All students resident at Oregon Trail sites are expected to comply with these rules at all 

times during their stay.  Outdoor School staff are expected to uniformly and consistently enforce these safety 

rules at all times with all students. 

 

PLEASE: 
 1. Stay with your group.  Be within eyeshot of your assigned parent. 

 2. Walk with your assigned “buddy” when you are moving around the site. 

 3. Stay out of streams and ponds.  It‟s safer for you and better for the environment. 

 4. Leave all rocks, sticks, and cones on the ground.  Throwing things can harm others and disturb the 

wildlife. 

5. WALK wherever you go.  There are rocks, roots, and other things on the trails that make it important for 

you to walk slowly and carefully.  Also, quick movements frighten wildlife! 

6. Wear your name tag at all times.  People want to know who you are and they like to call you by your 

name. 

 7. Practice the “Environmental Manners.” 

 8. Be a good listener.  Listen carefully ... when staff members talk, they are saying something you need to 

hear! 

9. Contact a staff member, immediately, if someone is sick or hurt. 

10. Take to Outdoor School only those items that are mentioned on page 34.  All personal possessions that 

are not allowed in your school, are also not allowed at Outdoor School.  So ... please leave those things 

at home! 

 

Environmental Manners 

  1. Always use the paths. 

  2. Don‟t pick any bushes or shrubs. 

  3. Always walk quietly in the woods. 

  

Health Questions/Concerns 

 

Illness/Injury:  The Program Leader will see all illness‟ and/or injuries. 

 

Serious Injury or Illness:  Do not move the injured/ill person if: 

 1. They appear seriously ill/injured or involved in an apparently serious accident or; 

 2. One or more of the following signs are present: 

  a.  Trouble breathing 

  b.  Look bad 

  c.  Severe pain 

  d.  Unconsciousness 

  e.  Unable to remember the accident 

  f.  Confused as to who or where they are 

  g.  Severe bleeding 

  h.  The person seems dull, “drunk”, stumbles when walking, listless 

 

 In the above circumstances the most qualified staff member will remain with the victim and give 

instruction to on-lookers.  Send one person for the Program Leader (or two students) with the following 

information: 
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  a. Where the victim is 

b. Who is hurt 

c. Who is staying with them 

 

  Only the Program Leader or Site Supervisor may call an emergency unit. 

 

Seizure  

This is NOT an emergency.  Send for the Program Leader as you would for a serious illness/injury. While you 

are waiting for the Program Leader DO THE FOLLOWING PROCEDURES: 

 1. Remove all objects that might harm the person; 

 2. Send curious observers away; 

 3. Loosen tight, restrictive clothing such as belts and neckties; 

 4. DO NOT stick anything in their mouth. 

 5. Put something soft under their head. 

6. Talk to the child in a calm reassuring voice.  Tell them continuously that “you are o.k., 

everything is fine, you‟ve had a seizure but all is well”, etc. 

 7. Stay with the child until the Program Leader arrives. 

 

Bee Stings 

All students exposed to bee stings are to be seen by the Program Leader. 

 

Before sending the student to the Program Leader, check to make sure the stinger is out.  If the stinger is still in 

place remove it with a quick “scraping” or “flicking” motion.  DO NOT PINCH the stinger.  Pinching the 

stinger will force all of the poison into the victim. 

 

Diabetes 

Please talk with the Program Leader about symptoms. 
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POLICIES FOR STUDENT LEADERS 
 

General Policies pertaining to Student Leaders 

1. No pets are allowed on the Outdoor School site. 

2. You are expected to remain on the Outdoor School site during your week.  Any exceptions must be 
cleared with the Outdoor School office before you arrive on site. 

3. Liquor, drugs, weapons and sexual behavior are ABSOLUTELY FORBIDDEN on site.  This rule is 

strictly enforced and there are no exceptions or “second chances”. 

4. Transportation to and from the Outdoor School site is provided by the Multnomah Education Service 

District.  You are encouraged to use this transportation since it is safe, free, and efficient.  If you need to 

drive to the site during your week at Outdoor School, please contact the Outdoor School office (257-

1600) ahead of time to request permission.  The bus transportation schedule is included on pages 35-36. 

5. A Student Leader cannot initiate contact with a fourth grade student in any way after their week at 

Outdoor School has closed.  If the student contacts you, you must obtain permission from the students 

parent(s) or guardian prior to responding to the contact.  Contacts in the form of letter writing are 

encouraged as long as language and subject matter are appropriate. 

 

 

Use of Tobacco at Oregon Trail Overnight 

The 1991 Oregon legislature passed House Bill 3590 which made it unlawful for any high school student, under 

18 years of age, to possess or use tobacco products (cigarettes, cigars, chewing tobacco) in school building, on 

school grounds, or while attending school-sponsored activities. 

 

Since Outdoor School is a school-sponsored activity and also a school in itself, it is mandatory that all high 

school students at all Outdoor School sites comply with the law.  All high school students will be forbidden to 

possess or use tobacco products at the Outdoor School sites or on the MESD grounds.  Violation of the law 

results in immediate removal from the Outdoor School program. 

 

 

Student Leader Discipline Policy 

In the event a Student Leader performs so poorly that disciplinary measures are warranted, the following 

procedure should be considered. 

 

The Site Supervisor will conduct a frank discussion of the problem with the Student Leader.  Should the 

problem persist, it may be advisable to remove the Student Leader from the site.  This will happen only if, in the 

judgment of the Site Supervisor, the presence of the Student Leader is having a negative effect on the children. 

 

Should removal be necessary, please inform the Coordinator, or the Supervisor/Consultant immediately.  

His/her counselor at the high school also must be informed of a Student Leader‟s return, as he/she is no longer 

excused from school.  Transportation should be arranged by the Site Supervisor to transport the Student Leader 

back to his/her home.  For reduced risk and liability, two staff members will act as a team for purposes of 

Student Leaders and/or student transportation.  Parents must be informed prior to transporting the student. 
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Insurance 

The Outdoor School has taken out blanket accident insurance for every Student Leader attending Oregon Trail 

Overnight.  The insurance benefit limits consist of the following coverage. 

 

 

1. Accidental Death $2,500, Accidental Dismemberment - subject to maximum of $5,000, Medical Injury 

expense $2,500, and Specified Disease $2,500.  Expenses for eye glasses or prescription of eye glasses 

and dental x-rays are excluded. 

2. Blanket liability insurance has been purchased to cover all Outdoor School staff members, including 

participating Student Leaders Counselors.  The limit of this policy is $500,000.  It is in force during the 

time the staff member is at the Outdoor School or going directly to or from the Outdoor School. 

3. State Industrial Accident Insurance and Workmen Compensation Insurance apply only to Field 

Instructors, Program Leaders and other paid staff members while at Outdoor School. 

 

 

Visiting the Fourth Grade Classroom 
Due to conflicts that have arisen when Student Leaders visit fourth/sixth grade classrooms, we cannot endorse 

classroom visitations.  High school students have been missing their own classes to make the visits, and the 

fourth/sixth grade class schedule is disrupted when the visit occurs. 

 

The Outdoor School policy is that visits to fourth/sixth grade classes by Student Leaders ARE NOT 

ALLOWED.  Please do not try to contact teachers to arrange classroom visits, as they are also aware of this 

policy. 
 

Visits to children in their homes can sometimes cause problems and are therefore not encouraged by Outdoor 

School.  Student Leaders may visit children in their homes ONLY with parental invitation or prior parental 

permission.  The fourth grade students‟ parents must be home to provide supervision.  Please do not make 

“surprise” home visits.  Student Leaders must not transport children in their cars or in their family cars … at 

any time! 

 

Student Leader contact with children after the conclusion of Oregon Trail should only be in the form of letters, 

and initiated by the children, not the Student Leader. 

 

Thank you for your cooperation in this manner! 

 

 

Visiting the Oregon Trail Site 

After you have participated for one week at Oregon Trail Overnight, you might enjoy visiting the site for an 

evening.  Because each week at Oregon Trail is a separate week, and very special for those people on-site at that 

time, we ask that you abide by some visitation rules: 

 

1.  Limit your visit to the hours from dinner to the end of campfire.  Plan to leave after campfire. 

2.  Call the site ahead of time to arrange for the visit, bearing in mind that the site is limited to a maximum 

of ten (10) High School Student Leaders visiting at one time.  YOU MUST HAVE THE 

PERMISSION OF THE SITE SUPERVISOR. 
3. If your plans change, call the site back and inform them that you will not be visiting. 

4. Remember that Student Leaders can visit Oregon Trail on Tuesday and Thursday nights only.  The cost 

of dinner is $3.00 for Student Leaders, $4.00 for adults. 

5. Please abide by all Outdoor School rules by being attentive and quiet at all activities in which you 

participate...remember that there are other Student Leaders there who need your support as much as you 

needed support when you were a Student Leader.  Consequently, please don‟t take part in those 

activities that should be done by the current group of High School Student Leaders such as leading 
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songs at campfire.  Remember, you are a visitor and it is not your week! 

6. Bear in mind that it is a regular Oregon Trail Oregon week and that the staff is glad to see you, but they 

don‟t have much spare time to sit and visit. 

7. The number of visits each session is at the discretion of the Site Supervisor. 

8. You may be turned away if you do not have prior permission from the Site Supervisor. 

 

 

Permission Slips 

Student Leaders are required to have a completed permission slip on file at the Outdoor School office before 

attending.  Bring your permission slip with you to the first day of your week.  This permission slip, consisting 

of two copies (one yellow and one green), must be properly filled out with all the required signatures.  The 

yellow copy is to be on file in the Attendance Office of your high school, the green copy is filed with the 

Outdoor School office as part of the 2-page Student Leader Health History Form.  No Student Leader will be 

allowed to participate without having followed proper procedure regarding permission forms.  Student Leaders 

will be sent home from the site if they do not have a signed permission form on file.  Student Leaders will not 

be transported by Oregon Tail staff or others to get a form signed. 

 

 

Appropriate Dress for Oregon Trail Overnight 

When you are a Student Leader at Oregon Trail you are observed by many people ... students, teachers, 

administrators, and parents.  You are asked to be a positive role model for all children on-site and for your 

peers.  For these reasons and for concerns for your safety, we ask you to think carefully about the clothing you 

bring to Oregon Trail.  You are expected to be neat and clean at all times.  Attire that would be appropriate for 

visiting a classroom and then taking the class ona field trip.  The Oregon Trail program has some „costuming‟ 

on site, but if you have access to period clothing (things Oregon Trail pioneers may have worn) you are 

encouraged to bring them to help you in developing your living history character through looking the part.  You 
should not buy new clothes for this ... borrow or use available clothes that will provide for your safety and help 

you be an appropriate role model for the children.  For example the following is NOT APPROPRIATE FOR 

OREGON TRAIL OVERNIGHT: 
 

 Loose jewelry that can catch on shrubs or plants 

 Clothing with inappropriate language or printed symbolic references to religion, sex, tobacco, 

drugs, alcohol, or gangs. 

 Cut off clothing or clothing with holes. 

 Clothes that are very dirty. 

 Clothing without the visible support of undergarments. 
 

When appropriate, shorts weather will be decided by the Site Supervisor.  All shorts must extend below the 

individual‟s fingertips when arms are relaxed and hanging by the individual‟s side. 
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BEFORE YOU COME TO OREGON TRAIL 
 

Suggested Clothing and Equipment list for Student Leaders 

 

 BEDDING 
 Sleeping bag or three blankets and sheets 

 Extra blanket 

 Pillow and case 

 

 CLOTHING     PERSONAL ITEMS 

 Pajamas     Bath towels (2 or 3) 

Slippers     Hand towel 

Shower sandals    Wash cloth 

Sturdy shoes     Soap and container 

Sturdy boots (waterproof)   Comb and brush 

5 pairs socks     Toothbrush and toothpaste 

5 shirts      Lip salve 

4 pairs jeans/heavy trousers   Facial tissue 

Warm jacket     Razor 

3 sweaters or sweatshirts   Shampoo and conditioner 

6 pairs underwear    Hair dryer 

Rain coat, hat     Sun screen 

Gloves      Insect repellent - non-aerosol 

Any “pioneer style” clothing item 

Examples include: 

  Long or short-sleeved button up shirt 

  Vest 

  Long Dress or Skirt 

  Apron 

  Bonnet or hat (wide brimmed/flat top) 

 

 OPTIONAL ITEMS      GENERAL EQUIPMENT AND USEFUL ITEMS 

Camera and film    Watch – not a phone  (This is important!) 

Musical instruments    Flashlight 
Homework     2 large plastic garbage bags (for dirty clothes) 

Books with short stories   Alarm clock 

       or fairy tales/legends   Letter writing materials and stamps 

  especially about the Oregon Trail Pen and pencils 

 

 

 The above items represent a SUGGESTED list for Student Leaders.  Please do not purchase new items 

just to satisfy the items on the list!  You can borrow items from other people...use old, but clean clothes...buy 

used boots/rain coats from second-hand stores or thrift shops, etc.   

 

 Please note!  Do not bring valuable or expensive items!   The Multnomah Education Service District 

cannot be responsible for lost or stolen property. 
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TRANSPORTATION SCHEDULE FOR PICK-UP & RETURN 
OF OREGON TRAIL OVERNIGHT STUDENT LEADERS 
 

Because the Oregon Trail Overnight program begins on Monday, there is no bus schedule for transportation to 

the MESD building.  It is located at 11611 NE Ainsworth Circle.  It is 1/2 mile east of I-205, just off of Airport 

Way.  We need you to be to the building and check in at the Outdoor Schools office on Monday of your 

assigned week by 11:30 am.  The bus to the Oregon Trail site will leave promptly at 12 noon.  If you would like 

to be picked up at the Gateway Transit Center, please call the office at least one week ahead of time (503-257-

1600) to arrange this.  

 

STUDENT LEADERS WHO NEED TO DRIVE TO THE OUTDOOR SCHOOL SITE DUE TO 

EMPLOYMENT OR MEDICAL REASONS, (please arrive at 1:00 p.m.) MUST CALL THE OUTDOOR 

SCHOOL OFFICE (257-1600) BY THURSDAY TO MAKE PRIOR ARRANGEMENTS.  YOU MUST 

BRING A WRITTEN NOTE WHICH INDICATES PARENT/GUARDIAN PERMISSION TO DRIVE OUT. 

 

On Friday, there will be a scheduled bus that will transport Student Leaders from site to the MESD where they 

can catch a bus to the school closest to their home.  This bus leaves the site soon after 2:30 p.m. and arrives at 

the M.E.S.D. parking lot at 3:30 p.m.  The buses depart for high schools at 4:00 p.m. and arrive between 4:30 

and 5:30.  The bus routes will include the following stops, in order: 

Route 1 – Lincoln and Wilson. 

Route 2 – Parkrose, David Douglas, Franklin, and Cleveland. 

Route 3 – Madison, Grant, Jefferson, and Roosevelt. 

Route 4 – Centennial, Gresham, Reynolds, Barlow, and Sandy. 
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DIRECTIONS TO THE MULTNOMAH ESD BUILDING 
 

 

 

FROM PORTLAND: 

1. Take 1-84 east toward The Dalles and the Portland Airport. 

2. Take the 1-205 northbound exit to Seattle and the Portland Airport. 

3. Take Exit 24B, Airport Way East (exit immediately after Portland Airport exit). 

4. You will see the brick Multnomah E.S.D. building in front of you as you head east on Airport Way. 

5. Turn right on NE Ainsworth Circle (after Courtyard Marriott Hotel on your right, Shilo Inn on your left) 

and park in the back of the building. 

 

FROM 1-5 (SALEM) and 1-84 (THE DALLES): 

1. Take the 1-205 northbound exit to Seattle and the Portland Airport. 

2. Take Exit 24B, Airport Way East (exit immediately after Portland Airport exit). 

3. You will see the brick Multnomah E.S.D. building in front of you as you head east on N.E. Airport Way. 

4. Turn right on NE Ainsworth Circle (after Courtyard Marriott Hotel on your right, Shilo Inn on your left) 

and park in the back parking lot. 

 

FROM 122nd AVENUE: 

1. Travel north on 122nd Avenue (go under overpass, past K-Mart). 

2. Turn left at Airport way at traffic light. 

3. Stay on Airport Way and you will see brick Multnomah E.S.D. on left across from Shilo Inn. 

 

FROM 1-205 SOUTHBOUND FROM VANCOUVER: 

1. Take 1-205 south toward Salem. 

2. Take Exit 24 Airport Way and the Portland Airport after you cross the Columbia River. 

3. Turn left onto Airport Way at the signal light. 

4. Move to the right lane.  You will see the brick Multnomah E.S.D. building in front of you as you head 

east on NE Airport Way. 

5. Turn right on NE Ainsworth Circle (after Courtyard Marriott Hotel on your right, Shilo Inn on your left) 

and park in the back parking lot behind building. 

 

 

 

For Directions to either of the Oregon Trail Sites please check the website, www.OregonTrailODS.com or 

contact the Outdoor School office for a map. 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.oregontrailods.com/
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EVALUATION OF STUDENT LEADERS 
 

You will be given feedback on how you are doing throughout your week. 

In addition to check-ins with your Field Instructor you will receive a final evaluation at the end of your week at 

Oregon Trail.  This will happen on Friday afternoon following the departure of the fourth graders and during 
site clean-up time. 

Your evaluation is a tool to help you recognize your strengths and keep up on anything you need to improve 

upon.  It is a private document between you, the staff and your high school.  What it says and what you do with 

it is your choice.  It is a great tool for self-improvement. 

Copies of your evaluation will be on file at the Outdoor School office and at your high school.  Many people 

have used their evaluations as documentation for volunteer hours, for applying for jobs, and for college 

applications. 

At the end of your week your Site Supervisor will determine if credit for your experience is recommended. 

EVALUATION OF OUTDOOR SCHOOL STUDENT LEADER 
 

Student Leader Name __________________________________________  Oregon Trail Name __________________________________  Site____________________ 

High School ________________Grade _________________________________________  Field Study _____________________ Number of Times ________________ 

Dates __________________________________________________ Week  _____________  

 

Student Leaders are scored on a scale of 1 - 6 following a scoring guide rubric. 

Program Section 

 

Field Study Instruction 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 Demonstration of Communication and Personal Management Skills 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

         Ability to Use Teamwork and Problem Solving Strategies 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Conclusion 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Student Leader Section 

 

Reflection (Achievements, Growth, Summary, etc.) 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Future Goals (Knowledge, Technique, Leadership, Peer Mentor, Role Model, Punctuality, Proactive, Behavior Mgmt., etc.) 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_________________________________________________  ______________________________________________________ 

 Student Leader  Field Instructor 

************************************************************************************************************ 

Based upon this evaluation and the student leaders performance during the Oregon Trail program, I recommend that this student  

(circle one) RECEIVE . . . NOT RECEIVE credit for this experience.  

COMMENTS: ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 _______________________________________________________________ 
 Site Supervisor Signature  

White-Office Copy   Canary-Site Copy   Pink-Student Leader Copy      FS-35-OT 12/08-SLS  
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Instruction 
Grasp/Understanding and delivery of field study information; 

Use of materials and techniques 
 

 

6  Inspires enthusiasm in students 

 Expands on lessons with own information 

 Pushes students to use high level thinking 
skills 

 Dynamic voice inflection 

 Connects between field studies 

 Innovative with difficult activities 

 Collaborates with staff 

 Fully incorporates characterization for living 
history at all appropriate times 

 Works on own time to create character 
 

5  Enthusiastic about curriculum  

 Clear/age appropriate information 

 Understands information and helps students 

draw conclusions 

 Checks for and ensures comprehension in all 
students 

 Uses open-ended questioning techniques 

 Uses effective questioning techniques 

 Consistently delivers appropriately paced 

lessons 

 Voice inflection is appropriate to lesson 

 Is able to make connections between 
activities  

 Effectively teaches difficult activities 

 Uses teachable moments 

 Model teaches 

 Needs minimal supervision 

 Incorporates characterization for living 
history when appropriate 

4  Positive, clear instruction 

 Grasps field study concepts 

 Uses cue cards 

 Follows lesson plans 

 Reviews information 

 Uses field study notebooks 

 Uses equipment effectively 

 Asks questions 

 Is aware of pacing 

 Takes own group by end of week 

 Works to incorporate characterization on 

field study 

 

3  Tends to lecture 

 Teaches incorrect information 

 Ineffectively uses cue cards 

 Lacks review 

 Ineffectively uses equipment 

 Has directional difficulties on hike 

 Avoids teaching certain activities 

 Consistently relies on staff for basic 
information 

 Dresses in costume, but doesn‟t incorporate 
characterization 

 

2  Instruction unclear 

 Follows cue cards with difficulty 

 Does not use equipment 

 Difficulty taking own group 

 Can lead pieces of activity by end of week 

 Unable to lead hike without getting lost 

 Inappropriate voice tone 

 Wears costume incorrectly or 
inappropriately 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

1  Unable to lead independently 

 Refuses to teach certain activities 

 Leaves students during activities 

 Unwilling to wear costume 
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Personal Management & Communication 
Self involvement, use of time, personal pacing, communication techniques

 
6  Sets goals and attains them 

 Sets goals without prompting 

 Solicits feedback 

 Takes initiative for tasks above and beyond 

 Redirects peer behavior 

 Initiates large group reviews/activities during lag 

time 

 Redirects students without interrupting lesson 

 Expands on lessons with own techniques 

 Consistently positive and engaged in all program 

areas 

 Takes initiative in all program areas 

 Consistently uses enforceable statements  

 Understands and uses verbal and non-verbal 

communication 

5  Sets and works toward goals 

 Applies feedback 

 Volunteers for tasks 

 Models behavior for peers 

 Always on time 

 Reviews during lag time 

 Effectively redirects student behavior 

 Invests self in success of group 

 Practices using enforceable statements 

 Takes initiative in most program areas most of the 

time 

 Has core vision – idea of the overall big picture 

 Engages in appropriate conversation with all 

 Initiates conversation with parents and teachers 

4  Sets goals with prompting 

 Open to feedback 

 Performs tasks when asked 

 Responsible 

 Organized 

 Follows directions 

 Paces self throughout the week 

 Appropriate behavior most of the time 

 On time most of the time  

 Uses field study time for instruction  

 Fills lag time with appropriate activities 

 Incorporates redirection techniques  

 Involves self in all aspects of field study 

 Keeps group together and safe 

 Communicates openly and clearly 

 Communicates effectively during problem situations 

 Gives students choices 

 Engages in conversation with parents and teachers 

when approached 

 

3 

 
 Follows through on tasks most of the time 

 Meets expectations when supervised 

 

 

3 

 

 

 Takes responsibility for actions 

 Set goals 

 Sometimes off task 

 Needs frequent staff redirection 

 Follows some directions  

 Makes inappropriate comments to peers 

 Often late or early 

 Fills lag time inappropriately 

 Inability to keep students engaged 

 Understands and utilizes verbal communication 

 Uses negative redirection techniques or shows visible 

frustration 

 Doesn‟t attempt to redirect students 

 Reports problems to staff some of the time 

 Inappropriate positioning while teaching 

2  Unreceptive to staff redirection 

 Lacks follow through on tasks 

 Does not follow directions consistently 

 Off task often 

 Often inappropriate 

 Openly tells students only being a Student Leader for 

credit 

 Joins in with inappropriate behavior of students 

 Plays on fears of students about the woods 

 Perpetually late 

 Wastes time 

 Doesn‟t attempt to fill lag time  

 Threatens inappropriate consequences for behavior 

 Inappropriate voice tone at times 

 Cannot teach appropriately even when supervised 

 Does not know students‟ names 

 Unaware of group safety 

 Does not communicate with staff about problems 

 Does not take responsibility and blames others for 

actions 

 Burns out mid-week 

 Avoids talking with teachers and parents 

1  Intentionally off topic when not supervised 

 Comes unprepared 

 Misses field study due to lack of pacing 

 Uses inappropriate consequences/leaves students 

during hike 

 Uses physical touch to manage students when 

frustrated 

 Students come to staff about student leader behavior 

 Uses inappropriate language 

 Discusses inappropriate topics 

 Unwilling to try 

 Complains openly 

 Is afraid of role 

 Loses self control 
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Teamwork & Problem Solving 
Dynamics with student groups and field study team, care of 

equipment, working with staff, students, and peers
 
6  Volunteers to take challenging groups or 

students with special needs 

 Fosters team unity 

 Acts as a resource for peers, parents, and 

teachers 

 Incorporates expectations seamlessly into 

lessons 

 Accepts challenges with enthusiasm 

 Friendly and cheerful in adverse 

conditions 

 Applies past experience 

5  Fully inclusive regardless of personal 

characteristics 

 Works effectively to include all people 

 Sensitive to and effective with the needs 

of challenging students 

 Elicits responses from all students 

 Gives students options 

 Uses advanced redirection techniques to 

prevent potential problems 

 Holds students accountable for behavior 

 Resets expectations as necessary 

 Assigns students leadership roles 

 Compensates for changes in schedule 

 Accepts challenges 

 Friendly and cheerful in unpleasant 

conditions 

 Fixes equipment issues 

4 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Involves assigned group in activities 

 Is comfortable with most people and 

willing to work with all 

 Develops rapport with students 

 Uses students‟ names 

 Always focused on students 

 Receptive to student input 

 Sets expectations 

 Uses positive redirection („I need‟ 

statements) 

 Identifies with field study team 

 Accepts changes in schedule 

 Friendly and cheerful under normal 

circumstances 

 Arrives to field study appropriately 

dressed  

 

 

 

 

4  Keeps equipment together 

 Asks for help and resources from staff 

 Uses appropriate consequences most of 

the time 

 Treats equipment appropriately 

 

 

3  Students like being in his or her group 

 Only calls on people who volunteer 

 Sometimes distracted by other student 

leaders 

 Unreceptive to student input 

 Does not share problems with staff 

 Consequences are inappropriate 

 Sometimes sets expectations 

 Sometimes complains 

 Will not allow students to handle 

equipment 

 Doesn‟t care for equipment 

 Consistently returns equipment dirty or 

disorganized 

2  Leaves some students out of activities 

 Unable to develop rapport with students 

 Plays a role in dividing group 

 Distracts other student leaders 

 Doesn‟t set expectations 

 Works with students as peers 

 Frequent conflicts with others 

 Makes inappropriate comments about 

team members to peers or students 

 Uses physical touch to manage students 

when frustrated 

 Questions and challenges changes 

 Complains often 

 Breaks equipment as a result of 

mishandling 

1  Undermines staff authority 

 Sets up other SLs as antagonists 

 Sets up staff as antagonist 

 Develops inappropriate rapport with 

students 

 Encourages aggressive behavior by 

students 

 Uses physical touch to manage students 

after staff redirection 

 Over-reacts to problems 
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Notes 
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ADAMS Site Map 
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  MILK Creek Site Map  
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Nate Creek Site Map 


